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This is the week of the year-end review. It is the time 

of year when the nation's editors -- and this includes our 

researchers and economists as well as our journalists --

begin laying down for us review; of the past 365 days. 

It has become a tradition for us to re-assess our work 

of the past year -- our accomplishments and our failures -

in order to re-set our sights for the days, months and years 

ahead. 

This is especially true in the Federal Government. For 
this also is the eve of another session of Congress, and it 
signals the approaching deadline for the Administration to 
put the finishing touches on its report to the people on the 
State of the nion and on its programs for carrying on the 
peoples' business for the next 12 months . 

The transportation industry, at this juncture of history, 
is especially sensitive this year to these traditional reviews 
and deadlines . 
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For as we enter the second half of the decade, which 
was so aptly tagged in the beginning as the "Soaring Six ies," 
we face a future so full of challenge that it is almost 
impossible of comprehension -- even with the help of today's 
computers . 

Presi d ent Johnson has warned us on several occasions of 
its implications. He has noted time and again that in the 
balance of this century we will experience a doubling of our 
population and all the facilities required to service it. 

Our transportation industry, the greatest collection 
of mobility that man has ever known, will have to move faster 
than that -- if our economic prognosticators are correct. 

It has become somewhat of an established national policy 
that our economy should continue growing at around the 4 per 
cent per year mark . At this rate, our transportation require 
ments will more than double in 20 years 15 years before the 
end of the century brings that doubling of the population. 

Our economic forecasters tell us that freight transportation 
alone may aggregate as much as J trillion ton miles annually 
by the year 1980 -- thats 3,000 billion as compared to today's A 
figure of around l ,500 billion ton miles a year . W' 

I'm sure that this audience can appreciate what this 
magnitude of growth and expansion and development means in terms 
of investment decisions by the private transportation industries 
and in terms of policy decisions on the part of the Goo ernement. 

In an effort to bring this challenge into sharper focus , 
let's take a look at the investment problems it poses for the 
workhorse of our overland transportation system -- the 
railroads. 

Our railroads today are moving around 45 per cent of the 
overland freight , and the comeback they have made recently 
indicates they will continue to haul their share . 

Those railroads today have a book value of some $30 
billion wi h a replacemen value of an estimated $70 billion. 

If doubling them were the answer to future freight demands , 
it would mean that the railroads should be investing at least 
$3 . 5 billion a year for 20 years. Between 1946 and 1964, the 
railroads spent $20 billion on capital investments . They ' ve 
been averaging about $1.5 billion a year over the last decade . 
Currently they have programmed about $1.7 billion . 
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Technological advances will have an important bearing 
on this picture, but it seems rather apparent that this 
investment pace will have to quicken to assure us sufficient 
capacity for hauling the freight of what mjght be called 
the "amazing eighties" -- if we are still putting handles 
on our decades 15 years from now . 

The challenge in the trucking industry poses even more 
complex problems. Trucks currently haul some 300 billion 
ton miles of fright per annum. Doubled in 20 years, this 
will mean 600 billion ton miles of freight coursing over 
our highways. 

Think of what this portends in terms of road construction 
and maintenance, in the field of highway safety, and in 
Government policy and regulations. 

Experience in the trucking industry points up, I think, 
the wisdom of this Administration in striving for a future 
transportation policy which will place more stress on 
competition than on regulation and fiat. 

Government regulation has a tendency to create little 
pockets of activity -- certain types of vehicles over certain 
kinds of routes hauling certain kinds of commodities. This 
tends to weed out and exclude competition and adds to the cost 
of moving the nation's freight. 

A recent study of the for-hire transportation of non
manufactured agricultural commodities in interstate commerce 
discloses that exempt truckers are investing more -- and more 
wisely -- in new equipment than the regulated haulers. It 
s h o w s , t o o , _ t h a t ex em p t e d c a r r i er s a r e mo r e c om p e t i t i v e a n d 
that their rate structures are patterned more closely on the 
costs of providing the services. 

These are keystones of this Administration's transportation 
policies -- more reliance on competition than on regulation, 
and transportation charges pegged more realisticly to the cost 
of provioing the services . 

Other cardinal principals under which our future transportation 
policy will develop include: 

-- Maximum reliance on unsubsidized privately-owned 
transportation facilities, operating under the incentives 
of private profit but subject to the pulls and pushes of free 
competition. 
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-- Substitution of broad guidelines for de ailed regulations, 
giving mana gement more free dom and flexibility to forge the 
kind of decisions require d to sustain the great system of 
t ransport which is our heritage . 

-- Continuation of common carrier service available to 
the public on a non-discriminatory basis but amenable as well 
to contract and private ~arr1aye. 

-- Requiring the users of transpor ation services 
both priva t e and public -- to bear the full cost of those 
services o the extent possible. 

-- Operation of our transportation system as efficiently 
as possible but in such a way as to produce a minimum of 
interference with other social or economic activi y or resources . 

-- And finally , maintaining a system that will always have 
the capacity of supporting our national security objectives 
in times of normalcy and in times of emergency as well. 

Our present transportation system -- great as it is 
has evolved without any such comprehensive set of guidelrnes 
or direction. We are fortunate that it has served us so well . 

We no longer can depend on evolution, however, to shape 
tomorrow's transportation system . We need planning, organized 
and coordinatoo planning by all segments of the industry and 
all segments of Government which play a role in this vast 
empire which represents one fifth of our Gross ational Product. 

This calls for new effort and new peaks in the promotion 
of policies and programs which help to remove the technological 
and regulatory barriers to the free flow of passengers and 
goods at the lowest possible cost, employing the most efficient 
mode or combina ion of modes . This will require refinements 
and improvements in such t hings as joint rates, hrough routing, 
c ontainerization, improved terminal facilities and vehicles, 
better cost accounting methods -- the whole range of the wh~le 
Lransportation business. 

We will need new indeas, new techniques, new policies 
an d a framework which will allow us to take full advantage of 
the wonders of the · age of space and nuclear energy and 
computerization. 
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This dr.m::tnds r search r1nrl ,JrvPlopment efforts on an 
unprecedented scale , for WP. must know more r1ho11t where the 
e on om y i s go i n g an cl when an rl w ti at ff P i t s (Ir ow th an rJ 
expansion w·11 have on the various mod s whirti mak up the 
syst m. 

The Fed ral Government alrP.ady has embark don a stepper! 
up res arch and development prr,gr.tm. (This wil I b reviewer! 
la er in the program of this forum hy several r •presentr1tives 
of the Offi of the nder Srrr lary of nmmPrrP for Trr1nsportation 
who are dir tly r sponsible for some of this intriguing work). 

After two y ars of efforl in a formal transportation 
research program, we have es1abJisherl an administrative organ
ization, have inaugurated an outstanding project for the 
ortheast Corridor, and ~a ver ceived Congrrssional approval 

for a long-range and detail rl look into High peed Grounrl 
Transportation Res arch and Oev lopmPnt. 

This later is he effort which has been attrac ing 
most att ntion in the press in r c nt rlays and weeks. This 
is prefectly natural, of cours , for it is looking in o 
such facinating echnological possibiljties as vehicles 
which travel on bearings of air at speeds comp itive with 
today's airliners . 

Hardware research is, of course, always the most 
dram at i c type of research . Mos t of th i s ''ha r ti'' research 
js concentrated in a few industries such as the chemicals, 
electronics, aviation and automotive industries. In 
Government, it is centered in military activities. 

Transportation's hardware research and development in 
recent times has been mos ly in the form of spinoffs from 
these basic R&D ~ctivities, and most particularly from 
military R&D. 

"Soft" research, on he other hand, mav not be so 
dramatic, but it is probably more important to the 
development of our future transportation system. 

More soft research is what industry and go ernment at 
all levels must have in the years of multiplying transpor
tation demands which lie ahead. Economics, sociology, 
political science, law, statistics, and psychology are not, 
moreover, areas in which we can expect major spinoffs from 
military R&D. Those of us involved in transportation must 
do the work ourselves -- or it will not be done . And it 
is in his field that the Federal Government may logically 
be expected to make its greatest contribution. 
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It is the knowledge from soft research which we must 
have if we are to achieve: 

Coordinated and integrated transportation service 
on a mass scale; 

Regional planning for such coordinated 
transportation development; 

Public and private policy-making based upon 
sound estimates of program effectivenessi 

Administrative decisions to match the 
technological advances and other outputs; 

Specific means of meshing industrial and 
official regulatory policies, and as an offshoot 
of this: 

Private and public coordination in the field of 
safety, especially highway safety . 

When we consider th highway safety problem, we are not 
talking about the future. We are talking about a problem 
that has been with us for a long, long time, and one that 
may be expected to attract a lot of attention in the coming 
session of Congress. 

From the mid 1930's until three years ag9 a multitude 
of effort on the national, state and local scenes by a host 
of public and private groups and organizations was able to 
keep paring down the death rate on our highways on a per-mile 
basis. 

It dropped from a high of 15 deaths per 100 million 
vehicles miles in th mid '30s to 5.2 in 1961. Since then, 
it has been slowly on the rise, and when the year-end review 
on this chapter of American life is released, i will become 
apparent once more that this is one of th mos immediate 
problems in the who] realm of transportation. 

For the death toll will be around he 50,000 mark, the 
injured nearly 1.75 million and property damage in excess 
of $8 billion for the year . 

Despite our experience with something like 12 million 
accidents a year, it is surprising to learn how little we 
know about the cause of those mishaps. 

The Presid nt has described this as a national problem, 
calling for a national effort, and I think it safe to predict 
that the coming session will hear that call loud and clear. 

1 
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In the Department of Commerce, we have been taking a 
new look at the problem, a systems analysis approach, and 
I would hope that we could ultimately apply to it, the 
same sense of urgency which marks our virtually accident
free efforts in the conquest of outer space. 

The problems we face in the highway field are not 
much different than those we face in other segments of 
transportation -- in the maritime industry, in aviation 
and in the various modes of surface transportation. 

It is largely a question of determining where we are 
headed, how fast we are going to get there, and what we 
have to do to complete the journey in the most free and 
most economical way possible . 

If that sounds like oversimplification, so be it . 
For that afterall is our intent -- to establish priorities 
we can define and work from, to simplify instead of 
complicate, to evolve broad guidelines rather than 
detailed regulation, to give our transportation managers 
and enterpreneurs the widest latitude for decision to 
assure the continuation and growth and expansion of a 
network of transport that will assure our position of 
leadership and help in the quest of peace and freedom 
in the world. 

--0--
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